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High Impact, Innovative Turning Point Events and Solutions

SOCIALISER ENGERGISER
This is the ultimate in fun and socialisation. The turning point interventions in 

this category are designed to really help your team let their hair down.

We have wonderful experiences from performing live in your very own rock concert, to creating your team’s special blend of 
wine, to competing in our amazing game shows, to cooking up a storm in Chef Masters.

If the party starts late, starts early or is an all-day affair, we have you covered with interventions like Midnight, Squeeze and Teas, 
Crazy Cocktails and DJ Nights. These are just a few of our spectacularly innovative interactive conference events that involve 
and energise your people.

The Socialiser Energiser range of services are quite simply ‘great fun on steroids!’

LEARN MORE

Ready to come dance with us?
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LET’S DANCE A MOMENT OF MAGIC
An illusionary extravaganza which brings your 

team’s magic to life as they pull together to create 
magic. 

A toe tapping experience that will sweep you off 
your feet and twirl you into the fast-paced, high 

energy world of dance. 

CRAZY COCKTAILS STRONGEST LINK

FASHION RUNWAY DJ NIGHTS

How great is your general knowledge? 

ROCK BAND
Celebrate your team’s exceptional performance 
by giving them the opportunity to feel like the 

rock stars they really are. 

CHEF MASTERS
Give your team a taste of success in a three 

course meal challenge that will leave them hungry 
for success. 

PROJECT FIDO
“In a perfect world, every dog would have a home 

and every home would have a dog.”

Socialise with your team!  Have fun and why not 
learn how to mix a cocktail or two while you are 

doing it? Shake and mix with the best mixologists 
in the business. 

Discover an activity that will get your team looking 
good and feeling great. Get ready to strike a pose!

Get your team moving to the same beat by ripping 
up the decks and getting everybody “down” on the 

dancefloor. 

Socialiser Energiser

MORALE BOOSTING

PROJECT WENDY
“This project is about giving a bit back to 

the community. A very well thought through 
project.” Irene du Plessis, Fundraiser - Nurturing 

Orphans of AIDS for Humanity.

MORE SOCIALISER ENERGISER OPTIONS CLICK HERE



WIN IT IN A MINUTE

FLASH MOB
The sum is greater than its parts. Nowhere is this 
truer than in this exciting Flash Mob activity that 

will get your team striking a pose as one. 

The 60-second game that will take your team’s 
performance to the next level. Are you up to win it 

in a minute? 

SQUEEZE AND TEAS

SO YOU THINK YOU CAN BAKE?

COMEDY CLUB

BEER CRAFTING BONANZA

Cakes are the perfect symbol of celebration.

Your team has worked hard, now let them 
celebrate with the sweetest team building event 
ever. When it comes to celebrating success, this 

event really is the cherry on the cake. 

MONEY DROP
Experience the rush of your very own game show 
environment. Let your team pull together when 
the chips are down – it’s the only way to see the 

Money Drop!

CRAZY GOLF
The business world doesn’t play by the rules all 

the time and neither does our round of Crazy Golf. 

Squeeze and Teas is a fun-filled, morning wake-up 
call of herbal infusion and the adventure of taste 

and aroma.

Whoever said business can’t be fun and games? 

Some of the greatest relationships have been built 
around a frosty. Give your team the opportunity to 

craft a cold one that is as unique as they are. 

Socialiser Energiser

MORALE BOOSTING

TEAMISTRY
Does your team have the right chemistry? Can 
your delegates capture the different cultures, 
personalities and nuances of their team and 
produce a wine blend  that can stand the test 

of time?

MORE SOCIALISER ENERGISER OPTIONS CLICK HERE

BONSAI BUDDIES
Let your team discover an entirely new meaning 
to “growing together”. Bonsai Buddies brings the 
results of time, passion and dedication to life in 

the most natural of ways.



GAME SHOW BONANZA
Let your team be thrilled by our most popular 

games. Fingers on the buzzers!

DIGITAL CHARADES

SKY RALLY

FOOD TRUCK FACE-OFF

This is one small step for your team and one giant 
leap for your organisation. Enjoy an evening of 

galaxy exploration right here from Earth. 

Food Truck Face-off turns the sensation of food 
trucks into a teambuilding event, resulting in the 

most delicious face-off imaginable.

It’s the game we all love with a twist. Can you 
guess what it is? Well, then this is just the activity 

for you and your team. 

Socialiser Energiser

MORALE BOOSTING

CONTAINERS OF HOPE
Discover the activity that means business. Your 
team will enjoy the opportunity to set up shop 
for a previously disadvantaged entrepreneur. 
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ROCK BAND

CELEBRATE YOUR TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE BY GIVING 
THEM THE OPPORTUNITY TO FEEL LIKE THE ROCK STARS THEY 
REALLY ARE. 

Were you “Born to Be Wild”?

Teams walk away from this event and tell us that it is simply not possible to top this as a turning point 
experience. Imagine turning your next conference event into a full blown Rock Concert. Lights, stage, smoke 
machines, drums, keyboard, guitars, fishnet stockings, dancers, singers... stage divers. It is the ultimate 
celebration for any team.

Right from the moment we start the process with song selection, role allocation, through to rehearsals, 
choreography and instrument alignment, this is the team build of the century. Just wait until your team 
meets the judges and talent scouts. A night to be remembered...

Your team will feel what it is like to be rock stars for a day. They will feel the pressure, the thrill and the rush 
of performing in front their peers, live on stage, filmed from every angle. They will bond together with laughter 
and energy, and unlock hidden talents and abilities. They will discover a whole new side of the boring grey 
suits that they see at the office. There is something for everyone in this process, from the introvert to the 
extrovert.

The event wraps up with our very own Rock Band awards evening as we watch the bands work their way 
through the various rounds of the competition in their very own Battle of the Bands.

It never ceases to amaze us how many people come to us at the end of the process and say that they have 
never before gotten to know their peers so well, so fast... and had so much fun together.
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PROJECT 
WENDY

“THIS PROJECT IS ABOUT GIVING A BIT BACK TO THE COMMUNITY. 
A VERY WELL THOUGHT THROUGH PROJECT.” IRENE DU PLESSIS, 
FUNDRAISER - NURTURING ORPHANS OF AIDS FOR HUMANITY.

Discover how this values-based exercise can pull the whole team together – regardless of age, gender or 
race. In Project Wendy each team is assigned with the brief of having to build a Wendy House. 

Project Wendy is a practical way to really get people’s ideas and viewpoints on your current mission or vision 
and then define and agree on the values and behaviours that are needed to achieve your strategic intent.

Your team will experience what it is like to plan, build and deliver a high quality Wendy House to an 
organisation in need. You can build one or 20 at a time.

Instead of being spoilt at a conference venue and spending money on the bar bill, many of our clients 
approach us to apply their budget in a way that really makes a difference to the community. In the past 
few years of running this service we have, with the help of our clients, changed the lives of school children, 
entrepreneurs, clinic teams, drug rehab centre administrators and orphanages.

The various Wendy’s have been donated to a range of charities and communities. The reality is that we 
could run this product full time and still not serve the need that exists. 
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CRAZY 
COCKTAILS

SOCIALISE WITH YOUR TEAM!  HAVE FUN AND WHY NOT LEARN 
HOW TO MIX A COCKTAIL OR TWO WHILE YOU ARE DOING IT? SHAKE 
AND MIX WITH THE BEST MIXOLOGISTS IN THE BUSINESS

Your bar will be decked out with tot measures, shakers, ice-crushers, swivel sticks, blenders – you name 
it, we provide it. 

It all comes together beautifully as an ice-breaker before dinner or even at the start of a conference.  
The ice is literally broken or crushed, colours and cordials mixed and umbrellas, cherries or olives are 
added. Everything from straws to strawberries, slices of lime and salty rims and a healthy tot of laughter are 
included.

Create a cocktail that tells a story, make it personal and delicious. Points are given for presentation, taste, 
your story and panache. The tension mounts, the hearts pound as the judges do their rounds. Our winners 
are toasted and everyone raises their glasses in celebration.

The team will socialise and unwind while working together in a fantastically organised and creative way. 
Crazy Cocktails is for everyone from the budding bar enthusiast to the novice mixologist and all the 
equipment is top class. 

At the end of the Crazy Cocktail experience, teams have the opportunity to view and sample each of the 
submissions on display as our judging panel does the same. It all comes together nicely in a small, informal 
awards wrap-up where everyone’s creativity and innovation is rewarded. Please note that mocktails (non-
alcoholic) are also catered for.
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STRONGEST 
LINK

HOW GREAT IS YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE? 

Test out your team’s wits in an exhilarating quiz show that will leave everyone knowing a little bit more 
about their colleagues, the company and themselves. It works well over dinner or as a stand-alone event.

Designed to run in 1 - 2 hours, teams will have the opportunity to compete against each other using 
electronic voting devices to select their answers and a live score board will display the results per question 
as well as the running score. Big screens, sound and voting devices all make this event next level and real. 
We combine music montages, guess the sound, sport, celebrity and world news.

The show can be designed so that it focuses on getting to know each other, and finding things in common, 
or it can be designed around product knowledge, general knowledge or by category (e.g. Football Fridays, 
History, World Events, Did You Know, True or False etc.) You name it, we have done it, and are open to doing 
anything new. 

The Strongest Link is the exact opposite of the Weakest Link. It builds teams and people, and teaches 
the power of sharing knowledge and of collaboration. It makes getting to know each other fun, and 
demonstrates the power of saying “I don’t know.”  Get people talking, listening, asking for help, learning and 
winning together with the Strongest Link. Prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that you are... the Strongest 
Link - good bye!
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LET’S DANCE

A TOE TAPPING EXPERIENCE THAT WILL SWEEP YOU OFF YOUR 
FEET AND TWIRL YOU INTO THE FAST-PACED, HIGH ENERGY WORLD 
OF DANCE. 

Learn with your team, grow with your colleagues and why not learn a new dance step or two? Work with 
professional dance instructors and our trained facilitators as you learn the Cha-Cha , a line dance or 
express your story through free movement.

It all comes together beautifully in the evening in your very own Gala Evening as everyone does their hair, 
make-up and dons their gorgeous outfits. The dancers take to the stage, the house lights go dim, and the 
judges ready their scorecards. Each team will get their turn in the spotlight and a chance to win the judges’ 
hearts.

Then the tension mounts, the drum roll plays as our winners are announced, celebrations are exchanged and 
the group will dance and party the night away as the DJ takes over.

The team will experience what it is like to work together in a marvellously creative and organised way to 
produce a beautifully choreographed final product. The tremendous kick everyone involved will get out of 
this experience and the learning points it creates, will give everyone a fantastic head start to teaming 
more closely and effectively than ever before!
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A MOMENT OF 
MAGIC

AN ILLUSIONARY EXTRAVAGANZA WHICH BRINGS YOUR TEAM’S 
MAGIC TO LIFE AS THEY PULL TOGETHER TO CREATE MAGIC. 

Meet our magician and illusionist, master of intrigue and wonder. Able to amaze, mystify and enrapture, he 
can release you from reality; suspend your disbelief and most importantly make you dream...

We will divide the group into teams and each team has to put together a 4-5 minute show performing their 
very own magic. Delegates will have access to video training material to learn the tricks and will also be able 
to ask questions to ensure that you well prepared.

Teams will compete against each other to put on the best “Illusionary Extravaganza”.

You will have a Master of Ceremonies, the Magician and a Magicians Assistant amongst other roles. The key 
to success is a mesmerising and entertaining 4 - 5 minutes set. We will provide all the equipment needed and 
the teams will have one hour to orientate themselves and prepare their segment for the show.

Delegates will learn the 10 steps of magic as they work out how to perform a range of easy, medium and 
difficult tricks.  They will watch our master magician do his stuff as well as each enter their very own magic 
studio and learn what it is that the audience wants to see. They will develop an act using a basic magic set 
and select combination of presentation styles as part up the up-front draw from the hat. These include: 
Street Magic, Close-Up Magic, Parlour Magic, Stage Magic, Mentalism, Escape and Grand Illusions!
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PROJECT FIDO

“IN A PERFECT WORLD, EVERY DOG WOULD HAVE A HOME AND 
EVERY HOME WOULD HAVE A DOG.”

This is an initiative that will draw your team together as they unite behind the common cause – providing 
shelter for less fortunate canines. Project Fido is ideal to bring teams together in a meaningful community 
project. 

The kennels are built and decorated beautifully. You can add in blankets, cushions, bowls and food for the 
pet owners - the choice is yours!

Project Fido will involve every one of your team and does not exclude people by age, fitness or gender. The 
kennels can be built off-site at your conference venue or you have the opportunity to go into communities, 
and build the kennels onsite with a couple of wet noses and wagging tails to assist. Your teams will work 
hand in hand with the SPCA or Animal Anti-Cruelty organisations in this process.

In the past few years of running this service we have, with the help of our clients, changed the living 
conditions and health of many dogs. We have also helped raise awareness of animal care in the 
communities we have worked in... and seen quite a few dogs adopted too.

Your team will change in terms of their awareness, attitude and understanding toward each other, their 
pets, the community and their responsibility in terms of caring for animals. They will feel less title, role and 
function oriented and more human in the process.
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CHEF MASTERS

GIVE YOUR TEAM A TASTE OF SUCCESS IN A THREE COURSE MEAL 
CHALLENGE THAT WILL LEAVE THEM HUNGRY FOR SUCCESS. 

The culinary world is rapidly changing and people are far more interested in preparing healthy, delicious 
meals with the freshest ingredients. Join this gravy train and put your home cooks to the test.

Why not start with a masterclass with a leading chef. The chef will impart their knowledge and provide 
valuable tips on how to whip up a gastro sensation.

Each team will be supplied with a mystery basket of ingredients. Using these ingredients, the team creates a 
three course meal. Old family recipes get shared, braai masters get to shine and the spice gurus are in high 
demand. The real test comes in the actual execution of preparing the various dishes, as well as plating and 
garnishing each course. A full service is run, the head chef lose his rag, the sous chef throws in the towel but 
they get there in the end. Each course will be judged on the flavour, aroma and presentation of the meal.

Full mobile kitchens are supplied and are decked out with all the utensils and equipment needed to create a 
taste sensation.

Challenge the teams to push the boundaries and prepare a fine dining meal – asparagus soup with garlic 
custards and home baked bread or crème brulee with Amarula cream…
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FASHION 
RUNWAY

DISCOVER AN ACTIVITY THAT WILL GET YOUR TEAM LOOKING AS 
GOOD AND FEELING GREAT. GET READY TO STRIKE A POSE!

Welcome to Fashion Runway. This exciting event gives teams the opportunity to conceive, design, build 
and implement their very own Fashion Show. There is everything in this mix - from branding, garments, to 
glitz and glamour support. Make-up, lighting, choreography, music… the works!

Let your people bring your brand to life using Fashion Runway… and lift off together in a fun and creative way 
that builds confidence and pride in each member of the team.

The team will be welcomed into the world of fashion and meet their very own fashion consultant who will 
help them design and create their very own brand and identity. 

There is something for everyone in the process. The pressure mounts as teams work against the clock to 
create and communicate a new corporate look that everyone can buy into and wear with pride. The winning 
team’s selection may well end up being your company’s new identity. What a great way to enhance your 
people’s emotional connection with the brand.

In today’s competitive world, branding is everything. Fashion Runway gives people an opportunity to not 
only live out the fantasy of being a supermodel for a day, but also provides you with a powerful live survey 
which has everyone interested and commenting on. What makes this process powerful is that people work 
together to design and create their submissions and ideas instead of these being imposed on them.
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DJ NIGHTS

GET YOUR TEAM MOVING TO THE SAME BEAT BY RIPPING UP THE 
DECKS AND GETTING EVERYBODY “DOWN” ON THE DANCEFLOOR. 

Turn your next event into a sensational nightclub. Fill the room with a pulse and vibe that gets everybody 
into the spirit of the night. Mix, match, engage and move your body to the beat.

DJ Nights is a vibrant team experience that lets each member of the team shine whilst being part of the 
team. The evening can take many turns, from a journey through the 80’s, to Pop… Rock… House… Local… 
Afrikaans… Middle East... Commercial… Disco….

An event filled with fun, stimulation, entertainment, dance and celebration. Each round of the evening is 
professionally facilitated and packed with technical support to ensure that you have everything at your 
disposal from lasers and staging to lights and sound that will engage everyone, and even raise the dead.
Design yourself as a DJ! Each member of the team develops a character for themselves to play out during 
the evening. They get into costume, they work out their make-up and develop their entertainment persona. A 
drink or two sometimes helps as they build up some courage.

The emerging performers now work with our facilitators and receive coaching in terms of presentation, 
floor management and instrument control. They have the help of a professional DJ to orientate them to the 
equipment and how to pull it all together. The DJ’s arrive, we kick it off with our DJ, and the MC starts the 
process by bringing each DJ designate up for their session. We film the session from start to finish.
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TEAMISTRY

DOES YOUR TEAM HAVE THE RIGHT CHEMISTRY? CAN YOUR 
DELEGATES CAPTURE THE DIFFERENT CULTURES, PERSONALITIES 
AND NUANCES OF THEIR TEAM AND PRODUCE A WINE BLEND  THAT 
CAN STAND THE TEST OF TIME?

All the lessons of teamwork are drawn on as the team discovers if it has the ability to create their very 
own bottle of wine. The perfect blend! Teamistry is both fun and exciting – a competition mixed with an 
element of learning, and a rewarding end result. Everyone gets to take home a beautifully bottled once off 
wine blend. 

The group will be divided into teams, who are challenged to take on a Quality Quest: each team is tasked 
with making their very own wine blend. Wine blending has become a very common practice as many 
embark on the challenge of producing a unique blend of wine as well as designing their own wine bottle label. 
All the blending and bottling equipment is supplied.

There is the optional extra of including grape stomping (seasonal) to get the delegates relaxed. They will 
have the opportunity to get into large wine barrels, feet and all, as they then stomp the fruit together. Very 
entertaining. Not to mention how much fun the teams have in scrubbing each other’s feet before they get 
into the barrels. Nothing beats this physically sensational experience of stomping fruit.

So come on, scrub your team mates’ feet, hear them laugh and cry... and then climb into the barrel and 
stomp some grapes together. Why? It is simply a shared experience that raises morale and has some good 
old fashioned fun built in.
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SQUEEZE AND 
TEAS

SQUEEZE AND TEAS IS A FUN-FILLED, MORNING WAKE-UP CALL OF 
HERBAL INFUSION AND THE ADVENTURE OF TASTE AND AROMA. 

Delegates mix their own blend of teas, savour a range of coffees and create their very own smoothies, 
fruit drinks and invigorating mocktails. Greek yoghurt, honey, coconut milk, mangoes… 

Kick start the day with a healthy boost. Perfect as an ice-breaker as delegates arrive at a conference. It gets 
everyone communicating and provides a nutritious start to the conference. It also works well after an early 
morning walk before breakfast or during the mid-morning tea slot. We provide all the mixers, blenders, fruit 
and ingredients for teams to create their very own blends. 
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SO YOU THINK 
YOU CAN BAKE?

CAKES ARE THE PERFECT SYMBOL OF CELEBRATION. 
 
YOUR TEAM HAS WORKED HARD, NOW LET THEM CELEBRATE WITH 
THE SWEETEST TEAM BUILDING EVENT EVER. WHEN IT COMES TO 
CELEBRATING SUCCESS, THIS EVENT REALLY IS THE CHERRY ON 
THE CAKE. 

Put on your apron and bakers hat and bake the perfect cake, decorate it and take home the title of Cake 
Master as a team. Create a perfectly decorated three tier masterpiece. 

Impress our panel of professional bakers with your butter-icing and fondant figurines. The delegates’ 
creativity is put to the test as the teams work with food colouring, rolling fondant and baking a perfect 
sponge cake. The cake needs to tell a story and reflect your team. Don’t be mistaken in thinking that ream 
men won’t enjoy this challenge. Some of our most spectacular cakes have come from all male teams – 
alright so they were all engineers☺

After the judging, teams are given the opportunity to enjoy their cakes with a cup of tea. However, many 
teams prefer to donate their creations to a school or orphanage or simply take them back to the office to 
show off their skills to the rest of the staff.

We supply all the ingredients and the fully equipped mobile kitchen.
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WIN IT IN A 
MINUTE

THE 60-SECOND GAME THAT WILL TAKE YOUR TEAM’S 
PERFORMANCE TO THE NEXT LEVEL. ARE YOU UP TO WIN IT IN A 
MINUTE? 

The game will feature 60-second challenges with household objects for a shot at the most points or 
the one million point grand challenge. But as the points increase, so does the level of difficulty of the 
challenges.

Watch as everyone takes part in various challenges. Be amazed as the entire group gets behind one another, 
shouting words of encouragement and “did you see that?”

It does not matter if you are the MD or the receptionist; everyone is equal in this level and unique arena. 
Delegates will be equipped with all the necessary tools in which to complete each of the “Blue Prints” or 
challenges.

What better way to re-enforce the team’s spirit and commitment to one another? At the end of the 
competition all the points are tallied up, individual accomplishments acknowledged and the winners 
crowned.

Throughout the day, teams will have some fantastic realisations about the need to plan ahead, apply basic 
principles, and work together to make it happen.
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FLASH MOB

THE SUM IS GREATER THAN ITS PARTS. NOWHERE IS THIS TRUER 
THAN IN THIS EXCITING FLASH MOB ACTIVITY THAT WILL GET YOUR 
TEAM STRIKING A POSE AS ONE. 

Imagine your brand coming to life. Not coming to life on a screen or in a printed advert, but really coming 
to life - having life, energy and passion breathed into it by your own people. Imagine what that would be 
like. Imagine what that would do - not only for your people but for your brand. 

Welcome to the craze that is sweeping across the world, the latest in vibrant, in your face, surprise 
advertising and brand awareness – Welcome to Flash Mob!

A flash mob is a group of people that, to the naked eye, appear to be normal tourists, consumers and 
everyday passers-by. But with our guidance, coaching and a little inspiration, these seemingly everyday 
people are actually powerful brand agents, with a specific mission and strategic goal to get your brand out 
there and not just to get everyone to talk about it, but to get everyone to be a part of it!

We can coach and prepare your Flash Mob in a day or over a series of weeks. We can take your employees 
and transform them, or work specifically with professional actors and dancers, or we can combine both into 
the ultimate brand soldiers, ready to go out and take the competition by storm. In our experience, this project 
will be immensely popular with your team and every single one of them will have an important role to fulfil. 
There are no ‘passengers’, and the project is only effective if everyone comes together and plays their part in 
the grand design. This is a sophisticated, high quality, high profile project that leverages off the international 
craze and will elevate your team and brand to astronomical new heights and ensure that everyone will 
experience your organisation in ways you never thought possible.

There are also several options on offer to record and promote your Flash Mob. We can have agents in the 
crowd with portable cameras, grabbing the action as if they were tourists along for the ride, or we can 
elevate the professionalism and strategically mount high level cameras all over the target area and capture 
this excitement on broadcast quality equipment. We can spread the word for you over multiple social media 
platforms and work with your people to get the word out there and make the mob a truly viral experience. 
Anything is possible and all is doable. At the end, our team will provide you with a professionally edited 
piece of marketing material that will tell the story of the Flash Mob from inception to execution.
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CRAZY GOLF

THE BUSINESS WORLD DOESN’T PLAY BY THE RULES ALL THE TIME 
AND NEITHER DOES OUR ROUND OF CRAZY GOLF.

Expect the unexpected. Take a swing, you won’t be disappointed.

What a fun way to socialize with your team. With Crazy Golf, we take the normal way of playing golf 
and make it different, those single handicap players you might have in your team, will also enjoy this as a 
challenge, to show their skills with their swing. Imagine doing that perfect swing, head down, eye on the ball, 
do not force it, let the club do the work for you, but you have to do that wearing a heavy coat that is too small 
or too big. Or, try doing that with one eye closed? With Crazy Golf, any swing is a good swing. Should you 
need a Mulligan, have two, but it will cost you, you will need to tell a joke, or do something crazy that will have 
your team cheer you on.

The teams will dress up, wear mismatched socks, and create situations where the odds of getting the golf 
ball off the tee are bordering impossible. With Crazy Golf, hitting a hook shot, will be perfectly fine, it will 
almost be the norm, but that is what it is all about, getting out of the seriousness of the rat race and letting 
your hair down, or, if you prefer, you can have it up. It will give non-golfers who have never had the experience 
of being on a golf course, the chance to share this experience in a non-threatening way with colleagues who 
are all playing off the same handicap, Crazy Golf!

Crazy Golf is an ideal tool to use at any time during a conference to set the tone of having fun or use it as an 
ice breaker. You can use it as a fun event after all the serious business has been taken care of. Everything 
from drivers to putters will be provided, enough golf balls to handle the trickiest situations, everything you 
need to turn Golf up-side-down. This is Crazy Golf, it is crazy!
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MONEY DROP

EXPERIENCE THE RUSH OF YOUR VERY OWN GAME SHOW 
ENVIRONMENT. LET YOUR TEAM PULL TOGETHER WHEN THE CHIPS 
ARE DOWN – IT’S THE ONLY WAY TO SEE THE MONEY DROP!

The chips are down as this ice-breaker takes off. Great at the days end or before dinner. Money Drop is 
designed to get teams mingling, interacting and most of all communicating with one another.

With questions spanning a variety of genres the teams need to wage their share of the wealth on the 
possible correct answer. With 4 options to choose from, teams can hedge their bets on one, two or three 
possible options. When the chips are down and the answers in – the Money Drops!

As the final round approaches it is more about who has the most chips left and not who got the correct 
answers. In the end it is winner takes it all that is left. All participants will walk away having learnt a little bit 
more about their colleagues and what interests them... They will learn who the risk takers are and who plays 
it safe. Money Drop is a high stakes winner takes all thrill, where you start with everything and finish with 
a bang!
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COMEDY CLUB

WHOEVER SAID BUSINESS CAN’T BE FUN AND GAMES? 

Discover this fun-filled experience that offers each team member the opportunity to express themselves, 
improvise and laugh out loud. 

Perfect comedic timing and a good sense of humour will have your peers rolling on the floor. Break a leg 
and take your team to a new level of sensation and fun. Comedy Club is a vibrant team experience that lets 
each member of the team shine whilst being part of the team. The evening can take many turns; from two or 
three way banter between the comics or a “whose line is it anyway” type approach as the teams use props, or 
random topics from the audience.

An event filled with fun, stimulation, entertainment, improvisation and laughs. Each round of the evening is 
professionally facilitated, hosted and packed with technical support to ensure that you have everything at 
your disposal, from mics to staging, to lights, sound and screens.  

The emerging performers now work with our facilitators and receive coaching in terms of presentation, stage 
presence, improve with props and audience interaction. They can even have the help and guidance of a 
professional stand-up comic to orientate them on the art of the act and how to pull it all together.
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BEER CRAFTING 
BONANZA

SOME OF THE GREATEST RELATIONSHIPS HAVE BEEN BUILT 
AROUND A FROSTY. GIVE YOUR TEAM THE OPPORTUNITY TO CRAFT 
A COLD ONE THAT IS AS UNIQUE AS THEY ARE.

Does your team have the right chemistry? We will support you in bringing together all the members, 
personalities and nuances of your team, whilst producing a product that stands the test of time. 

Blind beer tasting, pairing with food and brewing your own craft beer are some of the options we offer in this 
sensory bonanza. As we take you through the process of exploration and creation, your team has the chance 
to discover new aspects of themselves and each other. It is a great way to stimulate group interaction and 
gets people thinking about quality, communication and consistency.

It encourages people to break down barriers and exchange points of view. It is about experimenting, sharing, 
learning… and of course, fun! We can set the scene for this beer crafting session indoors, outdoors, at any 
time of the day.

BEER CRAFTING BONANZA is both fun and exciting – a competition mixed with an element of learning 
and a rewarding end result.
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BONSAI 
BUDDIES

LET YOUR TEAM DISCOVER AN ENTIRELY NEW MEANING TO 
“GROWING TOGETHER”. BONSAI BUDDIES BRINGS THE RESULTS OF 
TIME, PASSION AND DEDICATION TO LIFE IN THE MOST NATURAL OF 
WAYS

Tired of egg and spoon races? Tired of there being too much of a disconnect between an event and life at 
work. Why not use BONSAI BUDDIES?

We convert your conference centre into a botanical garden and greenhouse, complete with plants, 
pots, tools and all the nutrients you will need to create your very own bonsai. You will have the benefit 
of specialist advice and pair up with someone new to not only create something together, but to shape life 
together and nurture it together as a living icon that can return the workplace with you and make the office a 
more natural place and greener environment.

With BONSAI BUDDIES you will unwind, relax and enjoy the social experience of working together whilst 
building new relationships and appreciating the key to this planet – harmony of life.

Precision, patience, respect, balance, quality, consistency, empathy, trust, interest and nurturing are just 
some of the tremendous values you can inculcate using Bonsai Buddies.
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CONTAINERS  
OF HOPE

DISCOVER THE ACTIVITY THAT MEANS BUSINESS. YOUR TEAM WILL 
ENJOY THE OPPORTUNITY TO SET UP SHOP FOR A PREVIOUSLY 
DISADVANTAGED ENTREPRENEUR. 

Ready, set, launch.

Is it not time that you took a business activation approach to community projects?

With Containers of Hope we have your people learn how to make and sell very unusual, innovative, quality 
items like handbags, garments and other useful items made from magazines, newspapers, plastic bags and 
everyday recyclable materials. These skills are then passed on to the budding entrepreneur who receives the 
container.

We help them set up a containers fully equipped with merchandising shelves, racks, cash registers, 
generators, lights, sound and promotional material and then stock it with custom made high quality 
products.

The core idea would be to have a group of people makeover the container, design the flow and visual 
marketing pack and stock it with products to sell. This hands on collaboration provides the community of 
interested entrepreneurs with a container, store and stock. Ready to trade and earn a living. Help others kick 
start their future with CONTAINERS OF HOPE, today!
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DIGITAL 
CHARADES

IT’S THE GAME WE ALL LOVE WITH A TWIST. CAN YOU GUESS WHAT 
IT IS? WELL, THEN THIS IS JUST THE ACTIVITY FOR YOU AND YOUR 
TEAM. 

Act out as many words as you can in 60 seconds. Think on your feet, leverage off one another’s ideas. 
Use your wits, team and tablet. Charades just got a major upgrade! People have been playing this timeless 
classic, at work and at parties in its age old format – isn’t it time it got a revamp? Isn’t it time it got an 
upgrade?

With Digital Charades we’ve done just that, we’ve brought the game into the 21st century without losing 
any of the fun. The team is divided into “Actors” and “Guessers”. The guessers have no idea what word the 
tablet has given the actors. Your goal as a team is to try and act out and guess as many words as you can in 
1 minute.

Watch as everyone takes part in in this hilarious classic. Be amazed as the entire group gets behind one 
another, shouting words (right or wrong) all in the name of fun and getting to know one another. Delegates 
will be equipped with an iPad or tablet and the rules of the game, their goal is to score as many points as 
possible in the time provided.

Throughout the session, teams will have some fantastic realizations about the need to plan, apply basic 
communication principles, and work together to make it happen.
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SKY RALLY

THIS IS ONE SMALL STEP FOR YOUR TEAM AND ONE GIANT LEAP 
FOR YOUR ORGANISATION. ENJOY AN EVENING OF GALAXY 
EXPLORATION RIGHT HERE FROM EARTH. 

Have you ever wanted to be able explore the universe? Here is your chance.

We will equip you and your team with a wide range of telescopes and gadgets in your very own evening 
event. SKY RALLY is an interactive challenge that can be run anywhere, regardless of cloud cover. We 
unlock the galaxies whilst the gluhwein flows. Each team moves from checkpoint to checkpoint. They laugh 
together and learn from one another as they as look up into the sky and explore the tapestry of light that is 
above us.

This is an ideal event for teams to do after dinner and breaks the mould of the traditional evening of sitting in 
the hotel or conference centre pub. Make no mistake, it is an informative evening, packed with astronomical 
adventure.

Direction, out the box thinking, thinking big and connecting the dots are just some of the gains your team 
will have as they follow the light.
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GAME SHOW 
BONANZA

LET YOUR TEAM BE THRILLED BY OUR MOST POPULAR GAMES. 
FINGERS ON THE BUZZERS!

We have combined our most popular games and have incorporated them into a typical game show event 
promising to be a fun, high energy and competitive celebration. Win It In a Minute, Strongest Link and 
Digital Charades combine the best of these fast-paced events into Game Show Bonanza. 

The Game Show Bonanza is also highly scalable and customisable to the degree that we can include 
personalised or specialised content and questions. It’s fun for everyone whether playing individually or as a 
group. We create a proper “game show” feel by bringing in a stage, screens, lights and cameras.

The quiz section will feature our hand-held voting devices and a live running score will be updated on the 
screens.

We have selected the crowd pleasers from Win It In A Minute. These 60 second shots of energy will have 
everyone out of their seats cheering their team members on.

This is the perfect event to run over dinner as it can be effectively run in segments and keeps the energy 
of the attendees up.
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FOOD TRUCK 
FACE-OFF

FOOD TRUCK FACE-OFF TURNS THE SENSATION OF FOOD TRUCKS 
INTO A TEAMBUILDING EVENT, RESULTING IN THE MOST DELICIOUS 
FACE-OFF IMAGINABLE.

So what is Food Truck Face-Off about? 
Delegates arrive at the Food Truck Forecourt, where they are assigned to their teams. 
The teams find their Food Truck and are met with an abundance of top quality fresh produce and fully 
equipped mobile kitchens. 

It is time to get to work. The teams are tasked with creating and supplying the best street food ever. They 
need to plan their menu, allocate tasks and come up with the winning recipe to success.

Now it gets personal. Each Food Truck needs to be personalized, named, branded and decorated to attract 
the most patrons. 

Go for gold. Each team has a limited time to prepare enough food before service begins. The pressure 
mounts and the excitement builds.

The food critics arrive and the teams are suspended in time as the deliberations are made and the winners 
are announced.
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